Although some researchers have proposed the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) architectures of Feature From Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) and Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) algorithm, there is no consideration of image data storage in these traditional architectures that will result in no image data that can be reused by the follow-up algorithms. This paper proposes a new FPGA architecture that considers the reuse of sub-image data. In the proposed architecture, a remainder-based method is firstly designed for reading the sub-image, a FAST detector and a BRIEF descriptor are combined for corner detection and matching. Six pairs of satellite images with different textures, which are located in the Mentougou district, Beijing, China, are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture. The Modelsim simulation results found that: (i) the proposed architecture is effective for sub-image reading from DDR3 at a minimum cost; (ii) the FPGA implementation is corrected and efficient for corner detection and matching, such as the average value of matching rate of natural areas and artificial areas are approximately 67% and 83%, respectively, which are close to PC's and the processing speed by FPGA is approximately 31 and 2.5 times faster than those by PC processing and by GPU processing, respectively.
Introduction
The detection and matching of feature points are one of the most key steps in satellite image applications, such as image registration, image mosaic, change detection, geometrical calibration, 3D reconstruction and object tracking & recognition [1] . Therefore, the performance of the detection and matching algorithm directly influences its applications. Various impressive algorithms [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] have been proposed in recent decades, such as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [9] , Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [10] , Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) and KAZE features [11] . Most of these algorithms perform well on the PC under the indoor implementation. With the increasing requirement of real-time processing of satellite imagery in, such as, natural disasters detection and monitoring, public security and military operation [12, 13] , these algorithms cannot meet the requirement of high performance of real-time on-board processing. Therefore, it is attracting scientists' interests on the real-time detection and matching of feature points in satellite imagery.
Currently, satellites operate under stringent constraints on volume, power, memory and computational burden. A new image processing platform, which has a low volume, low power and Section 4 presents the results and the performance of the experiment. Section 5 is a discussion of the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work and makes recommendations for future research.
Overview of the FAST and BRIEF Algorithm
A combination of the FAST detector and the BRIEF descriptor is presented in this section. The fundamental ideas of this algorithm are as follows: (i) the corners which are repeatable and robust are detected at pixel-level precision; (ii) a sub-image centered on the detected corner is extracted from Double Data Rate (DDR) 3 SDRAM and then, a BRIEF descriptor is generated; (iii) the corresponding point pair is identified by finding the minimum value of candidate Hamming distances. This combination algorithm can be broken down into three steps, which are described individually in the following sections.
FAST Detector
The FAST detector first proposed by Rosten [2] is widely used in corner detection for computer vision because of a rapid operation and low computations compared to other corner detectors. The segment test criterion operates by analyzing a circle of sixteen pixels around the candidate corner p-as illustrated in Figure 1 -the original detector classifies p as a corner if there exists a set of n contiguous pixels in the circle, which are brighter than the intensity of the candidate corner Ip plus a threshold t, or are darker than Ip minus the t. The n is chosen as 12 because it allows a high-speed test that can be used to exclude a very large number of non-corners. The formula of the FAST detector is presented as follows:
where I p is the intensity of p, I p→x is the intensity of the sixteen pixels around the corner and t is a threshold. If S p→x is equal to d, the pixel belongs to the darker group; if S p→x is equal to s, the pixel belongs to the similar group; if S p→x is equal to b, the pixel belongs to the brighter group. If there exist 12 continuous pixels that belong to the darker or brighter group, p is regarded as a corner.
When all image pixels are tested using the above process, the corners are determined. The corners will converge in some areas. To find the most robust corners, a non-maximal suppression method based on a score function is adopted. The score values of each detected corner are calculated and then, the corners with the lower score values are removed and the corners with higher score values are kept using the non-maximal suppression method. There are several intuitive definitions for the score value:
(1) The maximum value of n for which p is still a corner; (2) The minimum value of t for which p is still a corner; (3) The sum of the absolute difference between the pixels in the contiguous arc and the center pixel.
Definitions (1) and (2) are highly quantified measures and many pixels share these same values. For the speed of computation, a slightly modified version of (3) is used. The score value is calculated as follows:
where I p is the intensity of p, I p→x is the intensity of the sixteen pixels around the corner and t is a threshold.
BRIEF Descriptor
The BRIEF descriptor first proposed by M. Calonder [8] is adopted to describe the detected corner. The form of the BRIEF descriptor consists of "1" and "0", and the length of the BRIEF descriptor is generally defined as 128 bits, 256 bits and 512 bits, which are efficiently implemented by FPGA with a low consumption. The following formula clearly shows the definition of the BRIEF descriptor:
where I(r 1 , c 1 ) and I(r 2 , c 2 ) are the intensity of the pixels at (r 1 , c 1 ) and (r 2 , c 2 ). If I(r 1 , c 1 ) is less than I(r 2 , c 2 ), then λ = 1; otherwise, λ = 0. The length of λ is designated as 256 bits in this paper.
In the description of one point, a sub-image with a size of 35 columns × 35 rows (here, the definition in the following situation is the same) is used. Because the BRIEF descriptor is sensitive to noise, the intensity value of the patch-pair is calculated using a smoothing filter with a 5 × 5 sub-window centered on (r i , c i ), (i = 1, 2, . . . and 512) (see Figure 2) . To reduce the impact of the image boundary, the intensity values of the image boundary are removed from the computation and thus, the actual size of the sub-image is reduced to 31 × 31. Next, {(r 1 , c 1 ), (r 2 , c 2 )} is defined as a patch-pair instead of a point-pair and there is a total of 256 patch-pairs in the sub-image. The locations (r i , c i ) of the 256 point pairs are determined by the Gaussian distribution. (r i , c i )~i.i.d. Gaussian (0, S 2 /25):(r i , c i ) are determined from an isotropic Gaussian distribution; S is the size of a patch. Details for how to determine the locations of the 256 patch-pairs can be found in [8] . 
Corner Matching
When finishing the generation of descriptors of the detected corners, we need to determine the correctly matching corners in two images by using Hamming distance. A Hamming distance is the number of different characters in the corresponding position of two character strings. If the Hamming distance equal to "n" (n ≥ 0), it means that there are "n" different characters. In general, if "n" is less than a threshold "t", we will identify the corresponding two character strings are same.
In corner matching phase, the character string is the BRIEF descriptor (a binary vector). The number of different characters is calculated by an XOR operation [8] . Table 1 clearly presents the matching process of two different images by Hamming distance. For instance, three Hamming distances between one descriptor (ID = 1) from the second image and three descriptors (ID = 1, 2, 3) from the first image are calculated by XOR operation. The minimum value of the calculated distances means the corresponding two descriptors are the most similar. If the minimum value is less than a given threshold that indicate the corresponding corners are matched. To achieve on-board detection and matching of satellite images, a new architecture mapped in a single FPGA chip (see Figure 3 ) is proposed. The architecture consists of three main modules: Writing/Reading, Corner Detection and Corner Matching. Each module is briefly described as follows: (1) The Writing/Reading module controls the writing/reading of image data and generates the corresponding writing/reading addresses. The image data are stored into a DDR3, which is 512 Mb of external memory. (2) In the Corner Detection module, the image data input from the image sequences are sent into line buffers and then, the candidate corners are first located using the FAST algorithm, which is implemented by using 16 comparators. The most robust corners are determined by a non-maximal suppression sub-module. 
Writing/Reading Module
To write the image data into DDR3 and read them out successfully, a Writing/Reading module is essential when it operates a DDR3 IP. Here, the six control signals (app_cmd, app_addr, app_en, app_wdf_data, app_wdf_wren, app_wdf_end) need to be re-designed on the basis of relative modules [37] . In a parameters setup state, if the burst length of the DDR3 is 8 and the data width is defined as 8 bits, the writing/reading data width should be 64 bits. The processes of writing/reading are presented in Figure 4 . As seen in Figure 4 , the data with 64 bits, which combine 8 image data with 8 bits, are written into a cell bank based on the writing address. According to the reading address, the data with 64 bits are read out from a cell bank and then separated into 8 image data with 8 bits. The writing/reading addresses determine which cell is writing and reading. 
Corner Detection Module
The image data input from the image sequences are sent into line buffers (namely, RAM-based shift registers in IP core) with a 512 bits depth. The following FPGA architecture presents the pipeline-based operation of FAST-12 detector. As seen from Figure 5a , "b" is a candidate corner and "a i " is comparative point. When there exist 12 contiguous "a i " that are greater than "b+t" or less than "b−t," "b" is defined as a corner. Otherwise, "b" is not a corner.
To find the 12 continuous "a i " mentioned above, the pipeline-based processing is shown in Figure 5b . As seen in Figure 5b , "b+t" and "b−t" are first calculated and then, the calculated results and "a i " are sent into comparators. Here, 16 channel comparators are parallel processing in the same system clock. Details of the comparison are listed as follows:
If "a i " is less than "b−t," then "a i " belongs to "d" (darker); If "a i " is greater than "b−t" and less than "b+t," then "a i " belongs to "s" (similar); Otherwise, "a i " belongs to "b" (brighter). After finishing the comparison mentioned above, the numbers of "d," "s" and "b," are counted. When there exists over 12 continuous "a i " that belong to "d" or "b," the candidate point is output as a corner.
Using the above processes, the corners are determined with surprising speed. However, the process identifies corners that are too clustered in some areas. To identify the corners with more robust characteristics, the score of the point ("b") is calculated. The pipeline-based implementation of the score formula (Equation (2)) is presented in Figure 6a . As presented in Figure 6a , an "adder tree" architecture is used. For example, the differences between "b" and "a i " are calculated using 16 subtractors in the first level and the sums of the differences are processed by 8 adders in the second level, 4 adders in the third level, 2 adders in the fourth level and 1 adder in last level. Once the calculation is completed, the score values are sent into the line buffers with a depth of 512 bits (see Figure 6b ) and then, a non-maximum suppression is identified with a size of 3 × 3. In non-maximum suppression processing (Figure 6c ), "S5" is compared with the other 8 score values by 8 comparators and the comparison values are calculated using logical conjunction. If the result "r" is equal to 1, "S5" is greater than the other 8 score values and is kept as a more robust corner. Otherwise, "S5" is removed from the corner sets. Additionally, the score value of non-corner is defined as 0. 
Corner Matching Module
When the columns and rows of corners are located, the sub-images centered on the corners are used for the BRIEF descriptors generation. To read the sub-images from the bank of DDR3, the corresponding reading addresses are generated according to the rows and columns of corners. Here, details of a BRIEF descriptor generation are listed as follows:
(1) The burst length of DDR3 is 8 and the size of the sub-image is 35 × 35. Hence, the smallest size of a sub-image needed to be read is 48 × 35. To cut out the sub-image with 35 × 35 from the sub-image with 48 × 35, a remainder-based method first proposed in this paper is adopted. Details of the remainder-based method are presented in Figure 7 :
• First, locate the column of the top left corner of the smaller sub-image (Figure 7a ), the value of the remainder is calculated by dividing the column by 8. In an FPGA implementation, the divider can be replaced with the right shift operation; • According to the calculated remainder, the writing signal is active-high between the (remainder)th and (remainder+35)th data at each row when the sub-image (48 × 35) is written into FIFO. Then, the smaller sub-image (35 × 35) is output when the read signal is active-high (Figure 7b ).
(2) In the BRIEF descriptor module, the sub-image of 35 × 35 reading from FIFO are sent into line buffers with a depth of 35 bits (see Figure 8a) . A box filter with a size of 5 × 5 is performed on the sub-image. Then, the 256 patch-pairs are selected on the basis of the filtered sub-image. The FPGA implementation of Equation (3) is presented in Figure 8b . As presented in Figure 8b , the 256 patch-pairs are compared to generate a binary vector. The 256 comparators are processed in parallel and a combination operation is used to combine a BRIEF descriptor with 256 bits. The BRIEF descriptor is stored into the FIFO unit waiting for matching processing. Because of the fixed-point arithmetic of Equation (3), the FPGA is simple to implement in parallel, which makes the BRIEF algorithm attractive for use in real-time image processing. The FPGA implementation of corner matching is presented in Figure 9 . As seen in Figure 9a , the BRIEF descriptors in the first image and the second image are stored into FIFO-1 and FIFO-2, respectively. To reduce running time and save hardware resources, the maximum number of BRIEF descriptors is defined as 100. The results of the XOR operation between the first BRIEF descriptor in second image and the 100 BRIEF descriptors in first image are sent to 100 Hamming distance modules in parallel. One Hamming distance module is presented in Figure 9b . As shown in Figure 9b , one value is calculated using the "+" operation with each bit of the result of the XOR operation. Because there are 100 BRIEF descriptors in the first image, 100 Hamming distances are output at the same time. The 100 Hamming distances are sent to the minimal value location module (see Figure 9c ) to find the minimal value location module. In this module, each ">" operation is used to find the smaller of two input data. The first BRIEF descriptor in the second image and the one in the first image with the smallest value are matched and output as a point pair. To match the latter BRIEF descriptor in the second image and one in the first image, the processes are the same as in the first BRIEF descriptor in the second image. 
Experiment and Analysis

Hardware Platform and Test Field
Advances in programmable logic devices have resulted in the development of FPGA, which allows a large number of programmable logic elements to be placed on a single chip. An FPGA chip is an array of logic blocks placed in an infrastructure of interconnections, which can be programmed at three distinct levels: the function of the logic blocks, the interconnections among blocks and the inputs and outputs. An FPGA is programmable at the hardware level, thus combining the advantages of both general-purpose processors and specialized circuits [38] . In this paper, the hardware platform contains a Xilinx XC72K325T FPGA that is produced by Xilinx Company. The selected FPGA has 326,080 Logic Cells, 4000 kb Block RAM and 840 DSP Slices [39] . The resources of this board are sufficient to implement the proposed design. In addition, the designed tool is a Vivado 2014.2, the simulation tool is a Modelsim-SE 10.4 and the hardware design language is Verilog HDL.
Six image pairs produced by GJ-1-01/02 on 6 May 2017 are used to evaluate the performance of the FPGA implementation of the FAST and BRIEF algorithm. In Figure 10 , the six image pairs with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m are located in the Mentougou District, Beijing, China. The six image pairs represent different ground objects. The relationship between two images can be descripted by the Homography matrix. The locations of feature points in the first image can be used to calculate the corresponding locations in the second image by the homography matrix. For instance, once the rows and columns of the corners in first image are detected, the corresponding rows and columns in second image are determined by the calculated homography matrix. The rows and columns of corners in two images can used as the given value. Hence, to quantify the accuracy of the matching, the homography matrices of the six image pairs are calculated in advance by OpenCV (2.4.9 version) [40] on a PC. The calculated results are listed as follows. 
Experiment Results
The results of the experiment using MATLAB software (R2014a version) are displayed in Figure 11 . As seen in Figure 11a ,b when the image pairs are covered with bare soil and trees, the numbers of correctly point pairs are 61 and 77; Figure 11c ,d when the image pairs are covered with traffic lines, such as expressways and rural roads, the numbers of correctly point pairs are 67 and 63; Figure 11e ,f when the image pairs are covered with buildings, such as bungalows and high-rise buildings, the numbers of correctly point pairs rise to 80 and 85. The results indicate that the matching rate is impacted by the textures, especially when the image is covered with buildings, a high matching rate is achieved. A further analysis of the matching performance is depicted in next section. 
Accuracy Analysis
A standard evaluation method has been proposed to assess the matching performance, which is presented as a curve of recall versus 1-precision [41] . The curve is generated below a threshold t, which determined whether two descriptors are matched. Given two images representing the same scene, the formulas of recall and 1-precision are depicted in Equation (10):
where N 1 is the number of correctly point pairs; N 2 is the number of corresponding matched point pairs which are determined by overlapping of the points in different images; and N 3 is the number of the falsely point pairs. The higher recall and lower 1-precision means the better the matching performance. For instance, with the changes of threshold t, if recall is increasing and 1-precision is equal to 0, it means that the point pairs are all correctly matched without any falsely matched; if recall is static and 1-precision is increasing, it means that the number of falsely point pairs is increasing, while the correctly point pairs remain unchanged. In this paper, the PC implementation is used to compare with FPGA. In the PC implementation, the FAST and BRIEF algorithm optimized by OpenCV (2.4.9 version) are calculated in Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 (MVS2015), in which the C++ programming language is adopted. The number of detected points in each image is also defined as approximate 100 and there are 100 point pairs output by the PC.
The curves of 1-precision versus recall of the FPGA and the PC implementations with different textures are presented in Figure 12 . As seen from Figure 12 , the red curve and black curve represent the FPGA's and the PC's, respectively. When 1-precision = 0, the value of recall is equal to "c." It means there are "100*c" correctly point pairs and "0" falsely point pairs, because the maximum number of point pairs is 100 (namely, N 1 + N 3 = 100) . The 1-precision stops at some value "f," it means that the number of falsely point pairs is "100*f".
In the bare soil texture (Figure 12a ), the two curves are at the similar changes, while the black curve is slightly higher than the red curve. It means that the performance of the PC's is slightly better than the FPGA's. Furthermore, the recall of red curve and black curve are about 0.24 and 0.20, respectively, when 1-precision = 0. The 1-precision of red curve and black curve stop at 0.39 and 0.35.
In the tree texture (Figure 12b) , the values of recall of two curves are similar when the 1-precision is equal to 0. When the 1-precision is greater than 0, the black curve is stable. The red curve has a drastic change when the 1-precision is between 0.07 and 0.12. The reason is that the number of correctly point pairs is increasing faster than the number of falsely point pairs with the changes of threshold. The recall of red curve and black curve are about 0.4 when 1-precision = 0. The 1-precision of red curve and black curve stop at 0.23 and 0.43. In the expressway texture (Figure 12c) , two curves keep similar changes, while the black curve is slightly higher than the red curve. The recall of red curve and black curve are about 0.6 when 1-precision = 0. The 1-precision of red curve and black curve stop at 0.33 and 0.18.
In the rural road texture (Figure 12d ), the black curve is higher than the red one, which means that the performance of the PC's is better than the FPGA's. The recall of red curve and black curve are about 0.22 and 0.62, respectively, when 1-precision = 0. The 1-precision of red curve and black curve stop at 0.18 and 0.37, respectively.
In the bungalow and high-rise building textures (Figure 12e,f) , the two curves are almost the same, which means that the performances of the PC's and the FPGA's are the same in these two textures. In Figure 12e , the recall of red curve and black curve are about 0.78, when 1-precision = 0. The 1-precision of red curve and black curve stop at 0.18 and 0.20, respectively; In Figure 12f , the recall of red curve and black curve are about 0.80, when 1-precision = 0. The 1-precision of red curve and black curve stop at 0.15 and 0.10, respectively.
The experiment results indicate that when the images are covered with artificial textures, the performance of the FPGA's can reach a similar performance as compared with the PC's, especially in the bungalow and high-rise building textures. The reason is that the artificial textures cover many of robust points, such as inflection points and corners and so forth, which are easy to detect using the FAST detector. In contrast, when images are covered with natural textures, such as trees and rural roads, the performance of the FPGA is poorer than the artificial textures. Furthermore, in natural textures, the performance of the FPGA's is little poorer than the PC's, the reason is that the different thresholds are selected for the same texture in the FPGA and the PC.
Speed Comparison and Resource Usage
Speed, as one of the most important factors, needs to be analyzed in an FPGA implementation. In this sub-section, the speed of the CPU, GPU implementation and previous work are compared. First, in comparison with the CPU implementation, a computer with a Windows 7 (64 bit) operating system is equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHz and 8 GB RAM. The FAST and BRIEF algorithm optimized by OpenCV (2.4.9 version) is operated in MVS2015. To keep the experiment similar for comparison, the size of the image pair and the number of matching point pairs are defined similarly in this paper. The comparative results are listed in Table 2 . As seen in Table 2 , the fps of the CPU implementation is 10, while the fps of the FPGA implementation is up to 310, which is a 31 times speedup when compared with the CPU implementation. Second, in comparison with the GPU implementation [42] , an Ubuntu Linux 14.10 and an ArrayFire Development Version are used. In hardware, a 32 GB RAM and an NVIDIA K20 GPU is used. An Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF algorithm is used in this system. The results indicate that the fps is 125. The speed of the FPGA implementation is 2.5 times as fast as the GPU implementation. Compared with previous work, this paper and refs. [23] [24] [25] adopted the same FAST detector, the differences of each are the FPGA architecture. In Table 2 , reference [23] only implemented the corner detection on FPGA, where the FAST detector module and the corner score module is executed in parallel. The parallel mode is similar with this paper. The fps of reference [23] reaches 500 with a clock frequency of 130 MHz. Reference [24] firstly achieved the FAST detector module, then achieved corner score module. A serial execution is adopted for saving hardware resources. Hence, when a clock frequency of 100 MHz and a size of 640 × 480, the fps is 55, which is considered low. Reference [25] also implemented the FAST detector module and the corner score module in a sequence. While the FAST module and the BRIEF module are executed in parallel. In addition, there is no DDR3 write/read module. The fps is 325 with a size of 640 × 480, which is highest in these studies. However, the fps in this paper is 310, which is lower than the fps in reference [23, 25] . The lower fps is because (1) only corner detection is achieved, such as reference [23] ; (2) the size of image and the FPGA architecture are different, such as reference [25] . The proposed architecture aims to balance the speed and data reuse by follow-up algorithms, such as sub-pixel precision location. While the architecture of reference [25] sacrifices data reuse to improve speed, it results in a highest frame rate. Certainly, the speed found in this paper is acceptable in the most satellite applications.
In considering the FPGA resource use, the FPGA resource use of another three studies are used for comparison. In reference [23] , when the FAST detector is implemented, the usage of FFT, LUT and RAM are 40%, 62%, 192 kb. In refs. [24, 25] , the same platform is selected, while the resource use for the FAST and BRIEF is different, the consumption in reference [25] is higher than reference [24] , which results in a higher fps in reference [25] . The usage of FFs and LUTs in this paper are 28% and 39%, respectively, while they are approximately 21% and 19% in reference [25] . The use of BRAMs in this paper is approximately 35 kb, while the highest use is up to 1330 kb in reference [25] . In reference [24] , the fps is 55 that results in a less use of LUTs and FFTs. Reference [25] and this paper achieved above 300 fps, while this paper cost more hardware resources. The reason is that this paper adds the sub-image write into/read from DDR3 module in FPGA architecture. The higher fps is achieved, the more parallel modules are adopted. The more parallel modules will cost higher hardware resources. Hence, FPGA performance is a set of tradeoffs between hardware resources usage and speed.
Discussion
In this paper, a new FPGA architecture is proposed for corner detection and matching. A complete evaluation, which considered the different land textures, the accuracy of matching and the speed and resource usage, was initially presented for the FPGA implementation. The experiment results found that the FPGA implementation of the FAST and BRIEF algorithm can reach similar performance when compared with a PC implementation, especially when the image pairs are of buildings. In contrast, when image pairs are of natural textures, a relatively poor performance is presented in the FPGA implementation. This poor performance is due to the images with natural textures having a lack of robust corners and the gray value of the natural textures being similar. The similar gray value will lead to higher mismatching.
In the detection phase, a given threshold t was presented in Equation (1) to directly determine the number of detected corners. If the image had natural textures, the threshold t was defined as a smaller value to ensure enough corners were detected. While images with artificial textures, the threshold t was defined as a larger value to ensure the maximum number of robust corners was detected. Hence, the threshold t was determined based on the texture of the image before processing by the FPGA platform.
In the matching phase, using the PC was the most time-consuming because the codes are executed serially. The issue of time consumption is completely solved using the FPGA. For instance, if there are 100 Hamming distances that need to be compared, a comparison module is executed 100 times on the PC, while in FPGA, 100 comparison modules are executed in parallel. Because of the characteristics of FPGA, such as task parallel processing and pipeline processing, satellite image on-board processing may be possible.
Finally, the FPGA chip (Xilinx XC72K325T FPGA) was selected for this paper because this study is at the stage of a laboratory prototype. The selected FPGA chip may not be suitable for a space environment due to radiation. For an actual space application, the selected FPGA chip must be replaced with a space compatible FPGA chip, such as the Xilinx Virtex FPGA or Actel FPGA.
Conclusions
A new FPGA hardware architecture for the FAST and BRIEF algorithm is proposed in this paper. In this architecture, the image sequences are sent into the DDR3 for storage and are sent to a detection module for corner detection. With the detected location of the corner, a sub-image centered on the corner is sent into a matching module from the DDR3. During matching, a Hamming distance of two candidate descriptors is calculated and a pair of points is determined by finding a minimum Hamming distance from the candidates.
The high-resolution satellite images located in the Mentougou district, Beijing are selected as the experimental area. Six pairs of images in the experimental area with different textures are used to evaluate the performance FPGA-based behaviors. It can be found from the results of the experiment as follows:
(1) If an image is covered with artificial textures, more robust corners are detected. The value of recall is approximately 0.8 that means the rate of the correct matching of FPGA implementation is same as PC implementation. (2) The speed of the FPGA implementation is able to reach 310 fps, which is 31 and 2.5 times faster than those of the CPU and of GPU implementation, respectively. (3) The consumption of the selected FPGA resources is less than 40% that is acceptable for the selected FPGA platform.
